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Abstract
A hybrid method for analyzing the discrete-time Lyapunov stability of large matrices is proposed. The method combines
Lyapunov theory with Krylov subspace techniques. Several numerical tests illustrate the behavior of the proposed method.
c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A discrete linear dynamical system described by the recurrence
xk+1 = Axk + bk ; k = 0; 1; : : : ; (1)
where A 2 CNN is a matrix of order N , is asymptotically discrete stable if the spectrum of A lies
inside the open unit disk. Such matrices are said to be discrete stable in the sense of Lyapunov,
because of the connection with Lyapunov's theory (see [4]).
One might think that it suces to compute the eigenvalues of A by any available eigensolver and
see if the spectrum lies or not in the unit disk. This approach is not always appropriate since, in
general, the computed eigenvalues of A are the exact ones of a nearby matrix of the form A+ where
 is a small perturbation [15]. In other words, the eigenvalues of A belong to the -pseudospectrum
of A which is dened, for small >0, by (A) = f 2 C: min(A− I)6g, where min stands for
the smallest singular value [13]. The -pseudospectrum generalizes the notion of eigenvalues of a
matrix in the sense that instead of only representing an eigenvalue by its computed approximation,
one may consider a neighborhood of it which is dened by some tolerance threshold. If A is normal
(e.g. symmetric), then (A) is the union of closed balls fz 2 C: jz − j6g centered at the
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Fig. 1. -pseudospectrum of A; N = 40.
eigenvalues  of A and of radius . In this case, the stability analysis can probably be deduced from
the computed eigenvalues. If A is nonnormal, its -pseudospectrum can be much larger than its set
of eigenvalues (see the examples in [13,14], the example and Fig. 1 below). In this case, it is hard
to draw any conclusion about the stability from the computed eigenvalues. It is clear that a sucient
(but not necessary) condition for A to be discrete-stable is the strict inclusion of (A) in the open
unit disk.
The following example (see [8]) illustrates the diculty: we consider a matrix A of order N
dened by
Ai; i+1 = 10; i = 1; : : : ; N − 1;
Ai; j = 0 elsewhere:
All the eigenvalues of A are equal to zero and therefore A is discrete stable. Now, if we denote by
A the matrix dened by A = A everywhere except that A(N; 1) =  where  is a small rounding
error, we see that the eigenvalues  of A satisfy the equation (−)N + (−1)N+110N−1= 0. Taking
= 101−N , we see that all the eigenvalues of A are on the unit disk. Therefore, if z with jzj= 1 is
an eigenvalue of A then min(A− zI)= jmin(A− zI)−min(A− zI)j6max(A−A)6 (max denotes
the largest singular value, see e.g. [6]).
This shows in particular that z belongs to the \-pseudospectrum" of A (with = = 101−N ). On
a computer, A and A are indistinguishable if  is small (take N = 40 then  = 10−39). Hence an
argument only based on the computed eigenvalues may simply lead to the conclusion that A is not
discrete stable.
The aim of this paper is to investigate the discrete stability analysis using an approach related to
the notion of pseudospectra: we consider the so-called discrete Lyapunov equation (DLE) [4]:
H − A?HA= C; (2)
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where the unknown solution H and the right-hand side C are hermitian matrices of order N . The
conditions under which Eq. (2) possesses a solution are given in Theorem 1. In Theorem 2, we
give a simple and computable criteria for measuring the discrete-stability quality of A based on the
2-norm of H . The larger this norm, the less stable the matrix A. For example, the 2-norm of H of the
above example with N =40 is around 1078 (see the discussion at the end of Section 2). Theorem 2
also shows the connection between the norm of H and the pseudospectra of A. In Sections 3 and 4,
we adapt Theorem 1 in the framework of large matrices and propose an algorithm that combines
Krylov subspace techniques [10] and the Lyapunov theory. Finally, Section 5 is devoted to numerical
results on some test problems.
Throughout this paper, the symbol k k denotes the 2-norm for vectors and matrices, X? stands
for the conjugate transpose of the matrix X . If X is a square nonsingular matrix, (X )= kX k kX−1k
denotes its condition number. The notation X =X?> 0 means that X is hermitian and positive def-
inite. The identity matrix of order n will be denoted by In or just I if the order is clear from the
context.
2. Solution of the DLE and connection with pseudospectra
The following two theorems summarize the results concerning the solution of (2) and its connec-
tion with the discrete stability and pseudospectra of A.
Theorem 1. If the matrix A is discrete stable; then the solution H of (2) exists for any matrix C
and is given by
H =
1
2
Z 2
0
(A− eiI)−?C(A− eiI)−1 d=
+1X
p=0
(A?)pCAp: (3)
From (3); we see that H = H?> 0 if C = C?> 0.
Conversely; if (2) is veried with some matrices H =H?> 0 and C=C?> 0; then A is discrete
stable. Moreover; the powers of A satisfy
kApk6p; p= 0; 1; : : : : (4)
with =
p
(H)>1 and =
p
1− min(C)=kH k< 1.
Proof. Proof may by found in [1,5].
The converse of Theorem 1 will be useful for our purpose. Indeed, if it is possible to nd
H=H?> 0 and C=C?> 0 such that (2) is fullled, then we will conclude that A is discrete stable,
and as a bonus we can compute the parameters  and  that intervene in the power boundedness (4).
This bound measures asymptotically the decay of kApk as a function of p. Note that the quantities
 and  are based of the computation of eigenvalues of symmetric positive denite matrices.
Theorem 2. Assume that A is discrete stable; and take C = I in Eq. (2). Then

26kH k6
2; (5)
where =maxjzj=1k(A− zI)−1k = [minjzj=1min(A− zI)]−1.
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Proof. From the integral representation of H in (3), it is clear that
kH k62:
Now let 060< 2 and x0 2 CN , with kx0k = 1, be such that
= k(A− ei0I)−1k = k(A− ei0I)−1x0k :
Then
kH k>x?0 Hx0 =
1
2
Z 2
0
k(A− eiI)−1x0k2 d
and
k(A− eiI)−1x0k>− jei − ei0 jk(A− eiI)−1x0k :
Thus k(A − eiI)−1x0k>=1 + jei − ei0 j. Using the fact that jei − ei0 j = 2jsin(( − 0)=2)j, we
deduce that
kH k> 1
2
Z 2
0


1 + 2jsin((− 0)=2)j
2
d
=
1
2
Z 2
0


1 + 2jsin(=2)j
2
d

!
sin

− 0
2
 is 2-periodic

=
2

Z =2
0


1 + 2 sin 
2
d
>
22

Z =2
0
cos()
(1 + 2 sin )2
d (06cos61 on [0; =2])
=



2
1 + 2

:
We conclude by noticing that 1== min(A− ei0I)62 and so (2=(1 + 2))> 12 .
In the general case where C 6= I but C = C?> 0, the solution H of (2) satises
C−1=2HC−1=2 =
1
2
Z 2
0
( ~A− eiI)−?( ~A− eiI)−1 d;
where C1=2 denotes the square root of C; C−1=2 = (C1=2)−1 and ~A = C1=2AC−1=2. Therefore, from
Theorem 2 we get a generalization of (5) of the form
~
26kC
−1=2HC−1=2k6 ~2 with ~=max
jzj=1
k( ~A− zI)−1k :
kC−1=2HC−1=2k = maxx 6=0 x?Hx=x?Cx is the largest eigenvalue of the linear matrix pencil H − C
and ~ is related to  by the inequalities =
p
(C)6 ~6
p
(C).
The factor 1=2 in (5) is not optimal but this is not the intent of this paper. What is important
in inequalities (5) is the connection between the norm of kH k and the resolvent of A on the unit
disk. If kH k is large then so is  and hence we cannot separate the computed spectrum of A from
the unit disk. In other words, the -pseudospectrum of A, will intersect the unit circle. On the other
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hand, when kH k is small, then the norm of the resolvent on the unit circle is bounded by a small
constant, which means that there are no eigenvalues on the unit circle nor on the neighborhood of it.
Thus, kH k is a good criteria for measuring the discrete stability quality of A. In the previous
example of the bidiagonal matrix, the solution H of the Lyapunov equation H − A?HA = I is the
diagonal matrix H=diag(h1; : : : ; hN ), with h1=1 and hj=100hj−1+1. Since H=H?> 0, we conclude
(what we already know) that A is discrete stable in exact arithmetic. However, kH k=(102N−1)=99 
102N−2. In conclusion, A is discrete stable in exact arithmetic but discrete unstable in nite precision.
3. Discrete stability of large matrices
When the size N of A is large, algorithms for obtaining solution (3) and bound (4) of the
Lyapunov equation (2) cannot be used because of the expense of storage requirement and the high
computational cost. It is therefore important to develop algorithms adapted to the case of large
matrices. Let us rst assume that we know of a rectangular matrix V1 2 CNr with r.N whose
columns are orthonormal and span an invariant subspace of A. Then AV1 =V1A11 where A11 2 Crr.
Let V2 2 CN(N−r) be a matrix such that V=[V1; V2] 2 CNN is unitary, and let Aij=V?i AVj; i; j=1; 2.
In the basis V; A can be written as
A= V
 
A11 A12
0 A22
!
V?: (6)
It is obvious that A is discrete stable if and only if both the matrices A11 and A22 are discrete stable.
From a practical point of view, the matrix A11 is of small size r, so that its stability can be handled
owing to Theorem 1. The matrix A22 is of large size, its discrete stability will be ensured if we
assume that the norm of A22 satises
kA22k< 1 (7)
or the numerical radius of A22 dened by r(A22) = maxfjxAxj with kxk = 1g satises
r(A22)< 1: (8)
Condition (7) can easily be veried since it requires the computation of the largest eigenvalue of the
hermitian matrix A?22A22. This can be done for example with the Lanczos method [10]. In Section 4,
we will discuss how can this be implemented in a cheap way. Condition (8) is a necessary condition
for (7). It may be fullled before (7). However, condition (8) necessitates the computation of the
largest eigenvalue of several large hermitian matrices (see [7, p. 34,2]).
Theorem 3. Assume that A11 is discrete stable. Let 11>1 and 0<11< 1 be such that
kAp11k611p11 8p= 0; 1; : : : (9)
 If 1  kA22k< 1 then A is discrete stable and
kApk6(1)((1))p 8p= 0; 1; : : : (10)
with (1) = maxfp11;p1g and (1) = 11 maxf1;−kA12k=((1))2log((1))g.
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 If 2  r(A22)< 1 then A is discrete stable and
kApk6(2)((2))p 8p= 0; 1; : : : (11)
with (2) = maxfp11;p2g and (2) = maxf11; 2gmaxf1;−kA12k=((2))2log((2))g.
Proof. If A11 is discrete stable and kA22k< 1, then A is discrete stable and
kApk =


 
Ap11 Xp
0 Ap22
!
 with Xp =
p−1X
k=0
Ap−1−k11 A12A
k
22:
Hence,
kApk6


 
11
p
11 kXpk
0 (1)p
!

6 11

1 +
kA12k
((1))2
p

((1))2p
6 11 max

1;− kA12k
((1))2log((1))

((1))p  (1)((1))p:
The proof of (11) is similar to that of (10). It uses the inequalities kAp22k62r(Ap22)62r(A22)p
(see [7]).
The following theorem compares the instability of A11 and that of A
Theorem 4.  If A11 is discrete unstable then so is A.
 If A11 and A are discrete stable then
  max
jzj=1
k(A− zI)−1k>1  maxjzj=1 k(A11 − zI)
−1k and kH k>kH11k ;
where H and H11 are; respectively; the solutions of H−A?HA=C and H11−A?11H11A11=V?1 CV1.
Proof. The rst statement is clear. Assume that both A and A11 are discrete stable and let jzj= 1
k(A− zI)−1k = max
x 6=0
k(A− zI)−1xk=kxk
>max
y 6=0
k(A− zI)−1V1yk=kV1yk
= max
y 6=0
kV1(A11 − zI)−1yk=kV1yk
= max
y 6=0
k(A11 − zI)−1yk=kyk = k(A11 − zI)−1k :
Similarly,
kH k =max
x 6=0
x?Hx=kxk2>max
y 6=0
y?V?1 HV1y=kV1yk2:
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But y?V?1 HV1y =
P1
p=0 y
?V?1 (A
?)pCApV1y =
P1
p=0 y
?(A?11)
pV?1 CV1(A11)
py = y?H11y. Hence
kH k>maxy 6=0y?H11y=kyk2 = kH11k :
In general, the computation of an exact invariant subspace of a large matrix A is dicult and
expensive (see [12]). A Krylov subspace approach such as Arnoldi's method [10] can be used to
compute an approximation V1, with V?1 V1 = I , of the invariant subspace of A associated with the
r.N dominant eigenvalues (i.e. largest in modulus). We thus have
AV1 = V1A11 + R and V?1 R= 0 (12)
with A11 2 Crr and R 2 CNr is the matrix residual satisfying a constraint of the form kRk6.
As in the exact invariant subspace case, let V2 2 CN(N−r) be a matrix such that V = [V1; V2] 2
CNN is unitary. Let us write A in the basis V :
A= V
 
A11 A12
A21 A22
!
V? with Aij = V?i AVj; i; j = 1; 2
and decompose A in the form A= A0 +  with
A0 = V
 
A11 A12
0 A22
!
V? and = V
 
0 0
A21 0
!
V?:
We easily see that kk = kA21k = kRk6.
The following theorem shows that if A0 is discrete unstable then the resolvent of A over the unit
circle is large provided that kRk is small. Therefore, the instability (at least in nite precision) of
A may be deduced from that of A0.
Theorem 5. If A0 is discrete unstable then
 either A is discrete unstable
 or A is discrete stable and there exists t0 2 [0; 1[ such that
  max
jzj=1
k(A− zI)−1k> 1kRk(1− t0)>
1
kRk>
1

:
Proof. Assume that A0 is discrete unstable and that A is discrete stable. Consider the family of
matrices A(t) = A0 + t; 06t61. Note that A0 = A(0) and A= A(1). Let (t) be an eigenvalue of
A(t) such that j(0)j>1 and j(1)j< 1. Since the function t ! (t) is continuous, the intermedi-
ate value theorem implies that for some 06t0< 1; j(t0)j = 1. Then we have min(A − (t0)I) =
jmin(A− (t0)I)− min(A(t0)− (t0)I)j6kA− A(t0)k6(1− t0)kRk : Hence >k(A− (t0)I)−1k>
1=kRk(1− t0).
Theorem 6. Assume that A0 is discrete stable and let (1)>1 and 0<(1)< 1 be such that
kAp0 k6(1)((1))p; p= 0; 1; : : : ;
then
kApk6(1)((1) + (1)kRk)p; p= 0; 1; : : : :
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Proof. Let x 2 CN and consider the vector norm j : j dened by
jxj= sup
k>0
kAk0xk
((1))k
:
It is easy to see that
8x 2 CN ; kxk6jxj6(1)kxk :
The matrix norm, induced from j : j, satises
jA0j6(1) (13)
and
8B 2 CNN ; kBk
(1)
6jBj6(1)kBk : (14)
Hence, from (13) and (14), we deduce that: kApk = k(A0 + )pk6(1)j(A0 + )pj6(1)
(jA0j+ jj)p6(1)((1) + (1)kk)p = (1)((1) + (1)kRk)p.
Remark. The above theorem remains valid for any matrix norm.
Theorem 7.  Assume that A11 is discrete stable and that 1  kA22k< 1. Let (1)>1 and
0<(1)< 1 be as in Theorem 3. If (1) + (1)kRk< 1 then A is discrete stable and
kApk61p1 8p= 0; 1; : : : (15)
with 1 = (1) and 1 = (1) + (1)kRk .
 Assume that A11 is discrete stable and that 2  r(A22)< 1. Let (2)>1 and 0<(2)< 1 be as
in Theorem 3. If (2) + (2)kRk< 1 then A is discrete stable and
kApk62p2 8p= 0; 1; : : : (16)
with 2 = (2) and 2 = (2) + (2)kRk .
Proof. Theorem 3 applied to A0 yields kAp0 k6(1)((1))p. The results follow by applying Theorem 6
to A= A0 +  and using the fact that kk = kRk .
The next theorem gives another sucient condition on the discrete stability of A.
Theorem 8. Assume that A11 is discrete stable and that 3  kA22k< 1. Let H1 be the solution
of the Lyapunov equation
H1 − A?11H1A11 = I: (17)
Let a= kA?12H1A12k and b= kA?12H1A11k .
If kRk<s  1=a
q
1− 23(
p
a+ (b+ 1)2 − (b+ 1)) then A is discrete stable.
Proof. We look for Hh = H?h > 0 and Ch = C
?
h > 0 such that
Hh − A?HhA= Ch:
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For the sake of simplicity, the matrix Hh will be chosen of the form
Hh = V
 
H1 0
0 hI
!
V?; h> 0:
Then
Ch=Hh − A?HhA
=V
 
I − hA?21A21 −A?11H1A12 − hA?21A21
−A?12H1A11 − hA?21A21 h(I − A?22A22)− A?12H1A12
!
V?:
Ch is positive denite if and only if
I − hA?21A21> 0;
− (A?12H1A11 + hA?21A21)(I − hA?21A21)−1(A?11H1A12 + hA?21A21)
+ h(I − A?22A22)− A?12H1A12> 0:
A sucient condition is
1− hkRk2> 0; h(1− 23)− a−
(b+ 1)2
1− hkRk2 > 0 (18)
or
(1− 23)kRk2h2 − (1− 23 + akRk2)h+ a+ (b+ 1)2< 0: (19)
The discriminant of the left-hand side of (19) can be written as
= (1− 23 + akRk2)2 − 4kRk2(1− 23)(a+ (b+ 1)2)
= a2kRk4 − 2(1− 23)(a+ 2(b+ 1)2)kRk2 + (1− 23)2
= a2(kRk2 − s2)(kRk2 − ~s2);
where s and ~s are, respectively, equal to 1=a
q
1− 23(
p
a+ (b+ 1)2  (b + 1)). Thus if kRk<s
then > 0 and (19) is fullled when
h1<h<h2 (20)
with h1=(1−23+akRk2−
p
)=2kRk2(1−23)> 0 and h2=(1−23+akRk2+
p
)=2kRk2(1−23).
Under conditions (20), A is discrete stable, thus kApk6hph ; 8p = 0; 1; : : : with h =
p
(Hh)
and h =
p
1− min(Ch)=kHhk .
There are several ways of choosing h in (20), In the numerical experiments, we decided to take
h= hopt that minimizes h. It is dened by
hopt =
8>><
>>:
h2 −  if h26 1kH−11 k ;
h1 +  if h1>kH1k ;
minfh 2 [h1 + ; h2 − ] \ [kH−11 k−1; kH1k] otherwise
(21)
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with a small constant  such that . h1. When using hopt, the optimal quantities h and h are
opt =
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
q
kH−11 khopt if h1>kH1k ;r
kH1 k
hopt
if h26 1kH−11 k
;q
kH1k kH−11 k otherwise
(22)
and
opt =
s
1− 1− hkRk
2 − 2(b+ 1)2=(1 + 2)
max(kH1k ; hopt) (23)
with 1 = hopt(1 + kRk2 − 23)− a− 1 + 4(b+ 1)2 and 2 =
p
21 + 4(b+ 1)2. We summarize these
results in the following theorem.
Theorem 9. Assume that A11 is discrete stable and that 3  kA22k< 1. If 06kRk6s with s
dened in Theorem 8. Then A is discrete stable and there exist 3  opt>1 and 0<3  opt< 1
dened; respectively; by (22) and (23) such that
kApk63p3 ; p= 0; 1; : : : : (24)
4. Algorithm and implementation
Theorems 7 and 9 are the bases of three methods M1, M2 and M3. Each method may be used to
decide if a matrix A is discrete stable, and then, to compute i>1 and 0<i < 1 such that
kApk6ipi 8p= 0; 1; : : : :
The rst method M1 is based on (15), the second method M2 is based on (16) and the last method
M3 is based on (24). In the numerical experiments, We will use the parameters found in (15),(16)
and (24). Three conditions must be fullled to ensure the success of each method. The three methods
have the two following common conditions CondA and CondB.
CondA: A11 is discrete stable;
CondBi: i < 1 for the method Mi; i = 1; 2; 3:
The third condition is
CondCi: (i) + (i)kRk< 1 for Mi; i = 1; 2
CondC3: kRk<s for M3:
The following algorithm summarizes the three methods.
Algorithm 1. r = 1
While r6rmax
 Compute V1 2 CNr and A11 2 Crr and check (12) for a given threshold parameter .
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 If not CondA exit.
 If not CondBi or not CondCi then
 r = r + 1
Else
Compute
 i and i, exit.
EndIf
EndWhile
Before considering our numerical tests, let us explain some important implementation points.
The rst step of Algorithm 1 computes an approximate invariant subspace by Arnoldi's method.
This step gives explicitly the matrix A11 on which the condition CondA is checked by Theorem 1.
If this condition is not satised, the algorithm terminates with the conclusion that A is not stable
numerically. If CondA is satised, then the two other conditions CondBi and CondCi are successively
checked. The algorithm terminates with the conclusion that A is discrete stable if both CondBi and
CondCi are satised. If either CondBi or CondCi is not satised, Algorithm 1 is restarted and a larger
approximate invariant subspace is computed. A maximum size rmax is xed at the beginning of
Algorithm 1. In our experiments, we decided not to go beyond rmax = 50. Obviously, the value of
rmax can be modied. However, too large a dimension for the approximate invariant subspace implies
prohibitive complexity.
The conditions CondBi for i = 1; 2; 3 require the computation of kA22k or r(A22). The methods
used for computing kA22k or r(A22) are, respectively, the Lanczos method [10] and the method
described in [7,2]. Since the Lanczos method requires repeated matrix{vector operations of the form
A22x and A?22x with x 2 C(N−r), and since the matrix A22 is not known explicitly, the idea is to use
Householder's transformations [6,9]. Let Pi, i = 1; : : : ; r, be the Householder transformations such
that V1 = P1   Pr(−Ir0)? where Ir is the identity matrix of dimension r. Then V2 is dened by
V2=P1   Pr(0−IN−r)?. The matrix{vector operations with A22 can thus easily be done as successive
vector{vector operations:
A22x = V?2 AV2x = (0− IN−r)P?r   P?1 AP1   Pr(0− IN−r)?x;
A?22x = V
?
2 A
?V2x(0− IN−r)P?r   P?1 A?P1   Pr(0− IN−r)?x:
The computations of kA12k , kA?12H1A11k and kA?12H1A12k are realized in the same way.
5. Numerical experiments
Example 1. In order to compare the behavior of the three methods M1; M2 and M3, we present
applications of Algorithm 1 to some test matrices A(11; 12; 22) depending on the parameters 11,
12 and 22. These parameters are articially chosen to satisfy conditions (7) or (8). The size of
A(11; 12; 22) is N = 200 and
A(11; 12; 22) =
 
A11(11) 12A12
0 22A22
!
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Fig. 2. Tests with 11 = 0:4 and 12 = 5.
with A11(11) 2 C1010, A12 2 C10190 and A22 2 C190190. A12 and A22 are random matrices chosen
such that kA12k = kA22k = 1. We choose the discrete stable matrices A11(11) as
A11(11) = 0:9D + 11N;
where D=diag(z1; z2; : : : ; z10) with zi; i=1; : : : ; 10 the roots of z10=1, and N is strict upper triangular,
the elements in the upper part are all equal to 1. The parameter 11 measures the degree of nonnor-
mality of A11(11). The larger 11, the highly nonnormal the matrix A11. The matrix A(11; 12; 22) is
discrete stable if 22< 1.
In all tests, the threshold parameter  in Arnoldi's method is taken as  = 10−7. Because of the
construction of the matrices A(11; 12; 22), the computation of the invariant subspace V1 is done
only with r = 10. We have carried out several tests with the following parameters:
11 2 f0:2; 0:4; 0:6; 0:8; 1g; 12 2 f1; 2; 5; 25; 50; 100; 200g;
22 2 f0:25; 0:5; 0:75; 0:8; 0:85; 0:9; 0:95; 0:96; 0:97; 0:98; 0:99g:
The numerical results obtained with these parameters show that the methods M1 and M2 behave
similarly (in fact this is because kAk22  r(A22)). The method M3 behaves dierently. The rst
dierence between M1 (or M2) and M3 is in the parameters i and i. In general 1 and 2 are larger
than 3 while 3 is larger than 1 and 2. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 where the parameters i and
i are computed for the matrices A(0:4; 5; 22); 0:262261 and using the three proposed methods.
The second dierence concerns the robustness. Method M3 appears to be more robust than M1 and
M2. Figs. 3{5 show that M1 and M2 fail when the parameters 11, 12 or 22 increase. The failure is
due to the fact that the conditions condCi, ie., (i) + (i)kRk< 1; i = 1; 2 are generally too severe
to be satised in practice.
Example 2. In this example, A is the matrix GRE512 coming from the Harwell{Boeing set of sparse
matrices [3]. Its spectrum as well as its -pseudospectrum are plotted in Figs. 6 and 7. The matrix A
has one eigenvalue near 1 while the rest of its spectrum is inside the unit disk. Using Algorithm 1
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Fig. 3. Tests with 11 = 0:8 and 22 = 0:85.
Fig. 4. Tests with 11 = 0:8 and 12 = 100.
Fig. 5. Tests with 12 = 50 and 22 = 0:9.
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Fig. 6. Spectrum (Example 2).
Fig. 7. -pseudospectrum (Example 2).
with a tolerance =10−7, at step r=3, we obtain two matrices V1C5123 and A11 2 C33 satisfying
kAV1 − V1A11k6. The numerical solution ~H 1 of the DLS equation H1 − A?11H1A11 = I satises
kI− ~H 1 +A?11 ~H 1A11k61:110−17k ~H 1k and its smallest eigenvalue is equal to 1 =−4:24251014.
We thus conclude that A11 is not discrete stable. Theorems 4 and 5 allow us to conclude that for
all > 10−7, the -pseudospectrum of A intersects the unit circle.
Example 3. The matrix A in this example is taken from Spiker and Straetemans [11]. We consider
the initial-boundary value problem
(P)
@
@t
U (x; t) =
@2
@x2
U (x; t)− 200 @
@x
U (x; t) + c(x)U (x; t);
U (0; t) = U (1; t) = 0; U (x; 0) = U0(x);
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Fig. 8. Ideal spectral distribution of A.
where 0<x< 1; t > 0, and where c(x) = 0 when x 2 [0; 0:5] and c(x) =−40000− 160000x when
x 2 ]0:5; 1[.
Let B= (bij) be the tridiagonal matrix of order N dened by
bi; i−1 = (x)−2 + 100(x)−1(1 + ); i = 2; : : : ; N;
bi; i =−bi; i−1 − bi; i+1 + c(ix); i = 2; : : : ; N;
bi; i+1 = (x)−2 + 100(x)−1(−1 + ); i = 1; : : : ; N − 1
with =max(0; 1− (100x)−1) and x = (1 + N )−1.
The method described in [11] which approximates the solution of (P) necessitates that the follow-
ing matrix
A= I + hB+ h2B2=2 + !h3B3; != 0:06275
is discrete stable.
We have applied Algorithm 1 to the matrix A with N = 299; h = 7:9  10−6 and a tolerance
= 10−7. The two rst conditions condA and condBi were simultaneously satised for the rst time
when r = 14, and then the third condition condC3 was satised. We concluded that A is discrete
stable and obtained the following parameters: 3 = 4:68 103 and 3 = 1− 3:1459 10−9.
The conditions condC1 and condC2 were not satised. That is (i) + (i)>1; for146r6rmax = 50.
Since the parameters (i); (i); i=1; 2 were available when r>14, it was possible to \adjust a posteri-
ori" the tolerance parameters (i); i=1; 2 such that (i) +(i)(i)< 1; i=1; 2: Using the parameters (i)
and (i) computed at r=14, we obtained (1)  (2)  10−10. We nally (re)applied Algorithm 1 with
= 10−10. The three methods M1; M2 and M3 converged with r = 14 and we obtained the following
parameters : 1 = 2 = 1:85 105; 3 = 1:13 104; 1 = 2 = 1− 1:56 10−5; 3 = 1− 1:54 10−10.
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6. Conclusion
We have proposed some techniques for analyzing the discrete-time stability of large matrices.
These techniques combine Lyapunov theory and Krylov subspace methods. All the proposed methods
need the computation of an approximate invariant subspace. Any good large eigensolver can be used
for this step. The idea of the methods is to decompose the matrix into two blocks: a small block,
obtained by Krylov-type methods, on which the classical discrete Lyapunov theory is applied and
a large block whose either norm or its numerical radius is estimated. Using these two informations
and some perturbation theory, one can justify mathematically the stability=instability of the matrix.
In Fig. 8, we schematize the ideal spectral distribution of the matrix. The methods work well if the
distance d between the spectrum of the small block A11 and the large block A22 is large. In this
case and in the case of stability, the dierence between the three proposed methods is essentially in
the transient behavior of the sequence (kApk)p>0. For example the methods M1 and M2 give more
informations on the asymptotic behavior of this sequence, whereas M3 gives an upper bound on
maxp>0kApk . The bounds are readily computable and are based only on eigenvalues of symmetric
positive-denite matrices. The numerical experiments have shown that the method M3 is more robust
than the two other methods.
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